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All Members of the Planning Committee
Council Solicitor
Head of Planning
Planning and Regulation Technical Support Manager

Ref: Agendas/Planning/20

27th August 2021
Dear Councillor
Meeting of the Planning Committee – 1st September 2021
With reference to the above meeting I enclose for your attention the late observations
received since despatch of the agenda.
All items for the late observations relate to:
Item 6 – 21/00392/FUL - Pages 3-13

Yours sincerely

Mrs Karen Hood
Planning and Regulation Technical Support Manager
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From: Louise Priestman
Sent: 24 August 2021 17:47
To: Rachael Balmer
Subject: Land at Wychwood

Afternoon Rachael
I have had a meeting with Chris and Liz at Wychwood and mentioned I needed to send a
clarified drawing of the boundary. They have both been out and measured the boundary, to be
sure about any concerns raised by the neighbour to check against the measured survey we had
done.
It would appear the neighbour does have cause for concern in regards to the Title Deeds/
Plan, in that the gap between next door and the stables is smaller than is shown.
However, fortunately a boundary survey to Wychwood was commissioned and it would
appear that the boundary is very tight in that junction (which explains the cause for concern),
but there appears to be enough room for the stables to be extended within the boundary of
Wychwood, particularly as the proposed stables will actually step back behind the boundary
of the nissan hut.
I have also attached a photo so you can see what I mean and I have also attached a pdf of the
boundary survey completed.
If you want to talk through any of it let me know,
Best wishes
Louise
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From: Louise Priestman
Sent: 24 August 2021 15:05
To: Rachael Balmer
Subject: Title deeds for Wychwood

Hi Rachael
I have included in this email the title deeds for Wychwood to provide further clarificatio that
the demolished Nissan hut and the extension of the stables will not affect the boundary. I've
also copied in Liz who sent me these.
I will send the revised plan as per your request shortly.
Liz and Chris will also be sending over the consent to conditions shortly too. I have since
briefed them on what each one means and no concerns have been raised.
Thanks
Louise
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From: Victoria Cadman
Sent: 24 August 2021 11:04
To: Rachael Balmer
Subject: title plan
Dear Rachael
Thank you for your time this morning.
Please find attached the title plan of my property.
As you can see, the southern boundary on my title plan, and indeed, on the ‘Proposed Site Location
Plan’ included with the proposal, (which appear to be based on the title plan for Wychwood) do not
match the position shown in the revised detailed drawing (which I believe is doc no. 2163660). You
can clearly see both on my deeds and on the Proposed Location Plan, that there is a ‘kink’ in the
boundary from the side elevation of my house which extends southwards a small distance which is
not shown in the site drawing or the revised site drawing.
It is also clear that the position of the proposed structure on the Proposed Site Location Plan is
shown substantially further away from the proposed position of the stables in the site layout plan.
This is material to me as even a small separation would both attenuate impact and allow me access
to maintain the side elevation of my property, which is the oldest part of my building and the former
forge.
I did point out these discrepancies in my first objection letter (17th April) and noted that they had
not been addressed in my second 25th May. I have had no response.
Thank you for clearing up the issue of the balustrade and the French doors; although I do think this
should have been addressed, in writing, by the architect and with amended plans, following my
raising the issue and asking for clarification in my letter of 25th May.
As a general point, and one which I think should be taken into account for all future proposals, I do
think that the letter sent to me on 23rd August should have clearly stated that your report and
papers relating to the committee were available to me, and directed me to where I could find them.
Had I not spoken to you, I should have been wholly unaware that they existed. They should also be
filed on the planning portal, which is where all other documents in relation to the proposals are
found.

Best regards
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These are the notes referred to on the following official copy

The electronic official copy of the title plan follows this message.
Please note that this is the only official copy we will issue. We will not issue a paper official copy.
This official copy was delivered electronically and when printed will not be to scale. You can obtain a paper
official copy by ordering one from HM Land Registry.
This official copy is issued on 16 June 2020 shows the state of this title plan on 16 June 2020 at 17:20:19. It is
admissible in evidence to the same extent as the original (s.67 Land Registration Act 2002). This title plan
shows the general position, not the exact line, of the boundaries. It may be subject to distortions in scale.
Measurements scaled from this plan may not match measurements between the same points on the ground.
This title is dealt with by the HM Land Registry, Durham Office .
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This official copy is incomplete without the preceding notes page.

